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Instructions :
> Trace all the pieces with your chosen color
> Joint the pieces one by one bending the joint slightly to give the

Crown a circular shape
> Cut the ribbon in two then tie it onto each side of the crown
> Your Crown is ready ! Regulate the ribbon to find the perfect size for you.

For Best results print the stencils and laminate it.

> MELT 3D PEN
> MELT 3D Pen Filaments

You will Need :

>
> Childern above 7 year can use these stencils



 

You will Need :

> MELT 3D PEN
> MELT 3D Pen Filaments

Instructions :
> Trace all the pieces with your chosen color
> Joint the pieces one by one bending the joint slightly
> Now joint the windows and door part
> Your house is Ready

For Best results print the stencils and laminate it.>

Childern above 7 year can use these stencils>



 



  



 

Gold gate Bridge



 



 



 



 



 



  

You will Need :
> MELT 3D PEN
> MELT 3D Pen Filaments

> For Best results print the stencils and laminate it.

Childern above 7 year can use these stencils>

Instruction :

Trace FrontBack, Sides and Bottom with the chosen colour>

> Trace the Name Tag twice: once drawing the wider circle, and once drawing just a final circle

> Add a name on the smaller name TAG to a personalize the holder
> Join Front back, sides and bottom.

> Use the pen to stick the smaller Name Tag onto the bigger circle

> Stick the Name tag onto the Popcorn Holder

> Cover the inside using some food-safe paper and pour the popcorn

> Your personalised Popcorn Holder ls ready!



 



  



 

  



  



  



 

You will Need :
> MELT 3D PEN
> MELT 3D Pen Filaments

For Best results print the stencils and laminate it.>
Childern above 7 year can use these stencils>

Instructions :
> Trace all the pieces with your chosen color
> Join the Tree parts forming a pyramid shape

 Add the Tree base to close the bottom
>
>

Join the Trunk parts in a cube shape
Add the Trunk on the centre of the tree base>
Your 3D Chtistmas Tree is Ready !>


